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ie buildings of Melrose Plantation include the Big House, the African 
House behind it, the Yucca House, theOJiana House, the Writers Cabin, the 
Weaving House, the Bindery and the Barn. All these buildings with the ex 
ception of the Writers Cabin, the Weaving House and the Bindery are on 
their original sites, Xfhe three exceptions were -moved to Melrose by Mrs* 
Cammie Garrett Henry, the last private owner. They are old buildings from 
the vicinity but not original to this plantation. The various buildings 
are described as follows:

Big House is a raised basement type plantation in the Louisiana 
<ench Colonial style with early Greek Revival details. The walls of the 

basement story are of brick masonry, painted. The exterior walls of the 
upper story are covered with weatherboards, and are probably of colombage 
construction with either bricks or mud and moss (bouziliage) between the 
posts. A gallery extends across the entire front and rear of the house 
with square brick piers on the lower story, and chamfered wood columns on 
the upper. The hipped roof, covered with wood shingles, extends over the 
galleries. Stairways on the galleries provide access to the upper floor, 
The attic is lighted by well proportioned dormer windows, and is unfinished 
but accessible by a small rear ladder-like stair. The rooms on the upper 
story are plastered with wood ceilings. The mantels on both series are 
of wood with rather unusual panelled over-mantels. There is a single 
chiasey. The house is only one room in depth with two large rooms on each 
floor and a small roon or cabinet at each end of the rear gallery. French 
doors open from each room to the front and rear galleries. At either end 
of the front gallery a two story pyramidal roofed, hexagonal pavillion was 
added during the Henry ownership period. A two story rear kitchen wing was 
also added during this period and spoils the effect of the rear facade.

2. The African House is a unique; nearly square structure, directly in 
the rear of the Big House and may have been intended as a stable on the 
ground floor and quarters or storage above. The ground floor walls are 
of heavy horizontal, sejuare timbers, dove-tailed at the corners, the 
piece sur piece type of construction used by the earliest French settlers 
in Louisiana. The great hipped, shingled roof almost conceals the upper 
story and extends some ten feet beyond the exterior walls on all four sides, 
supported by round log struts extending out from abo^e the brick wall to 
the plate that supports the rafters. The absence of supporting columns 
givesitfee building a .curious umbrella-like appearance that is believed to 
be of African derivation,

3. The Yucca House, said to be the original plantation house or 
former slave hospital is a long, rectangular structure with galleries fr 
and rear, the floor level being only a foot or so above the ground. Th 
walls are of colombage construction, a heavy frame of squared timbers, 
morticed and tennoned and pegged to sills and plates, the spaces between 
the timbers filled with mud and moss or animal hair. The galleries may \ 
have originally extended also across^ the ends of the house, but have lon^ 
been enclosed so that the the floor plan now consists of two large rooms 
each with its separate fireplace and brick chimney, and the end or gallery 
rooms. The ceilings all have exposed wood beams. Doors and windows had
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TATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

* Melrose Plantation is of great significance both architecturally and 
historically. Architecturally its buildings illustrate the changes and 
variations in local building form and techniques from the earliest French 
Colonial types to the 1830*s period of the Big Housef and the late 19th 
and early 20th century additions./ If further research can verify that 
the design of the African and Ghana houses is indeed African in origin, 
their significance would be even greater.

X
The historic significance of Melrose is perhaps more important than

its undeniably great architectural worth. Its significance lies in many 
fields, ethnic, artistic and literary. The ever-increasing interest in 
negro history in the United States adds to the importance.of Melrose as 
a plantation established and developed by free people of color through 
several generations. This fact lends credence to the assumption that 
the design of the African House and Gfcana House at Melroseykre actually 
African. The Big House is known to have been built in 1833 by Louis 
Metoyer, Jr., a free man of color. /

V /
Melrose is also important as the house of Mrs. Cammie Garrett Henry

whose patr§page of the arts and preservation of local artifacts was the / 
beginning of a movement to preserve the heritage of Natchitoches Parish. 
Her enthusiasm for the state's history and folkways inspired others to 
seek out, to preserve and to protect reminders 6f the past. Her house 
was anweeafor authors, artists, architects, horticulturists and those 
interested in the various handcrafts that she revived.

"Among writers who resided at Melrose was Lyle Saxon who lived in 
Yucca House and worked on some of his books there, makiag use of Mrs. ^/ 
Henryf s vast collection of scrapbooks. The French journalist, Francois 
Mignon lived at Melrose until 1970 and produced a series of decorative 
plates illustrating >he historic Natchitoches area, tape recordings of 
a visit to Melrose^and some writings. The noted negro primitive artist 
Clementine Hunter, painted a panorama of Louisiana plantation life on the 
|walls of the upper room of the African House.
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batten shutters, with interesting wood barred grilles at the windows. The 
present gallery columns are peeled cypress logs and are probably not original*

k* Ghana House is a one story, one room structure of heavy squared logs 
laid horizontally and dove*»tailed at the corners like the upper story of the 
African house. The double pitched, hipped roof with wide overhanging eaves, 
does not appear to be original nor does the stone chimney. The present 
foundation consists only of four stones supporting the sills, one at each 
corner of the building* This small building is of interest because of its 
wall construction.

5. The Writers Cabin. This small cabin of round log construction, stone 
chimney and low pitched roof is one of the small buildings moved to Melrose 
Plantation by Mrs. Henry. It is interesting as illustrating a different con 
struction technique.

6. Hie Weaving House is a small rectangular, gable ended structure with 
an outside stone chimney at one end. It is another of the buildings collected 
by Mrs. Henry aad re-erected here.

?• The Bindery is another small rectangular, gable ended house with a 
gallery front and rear. The roof, extending out over these galleries pro 
vides a large attic space lighted by windows in the gable and a dormer. The 
wall construction is of squared logs, dove-tailed at the corners. A Greek 
Revival entrance door is evidently from some unrelated structure.

8. The Barn is a rectangular frame structure with a hipped roof which 
extends over the front and rear where it is supported on peeled log columns. 
The roof is now covered with corrugated sheet iron but was probably originally 
wood shingles. A small storage building of somewhat similar frame construetic a 
completes the complex of Melrose buildings.
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Yucca Plantation, Melrose, Louisi an a

Yucca Plantation (now known as Melrose Plantation) was established by a 
former slave, Madame Marie Therese Coin-Coin Metoyer, who later became a 
slaveowner herself. As the mistress of Yucca Plantation, she was a 
property owner and a wealthy businesswoman at a time when most black 
women were slaves and most white women had no identity apart from their 
husbands. The African Resign of the earliest buildings on the plantation 
reflect Madame Metoyer's independence in refusing to adopt the European 
models of architecture around her. An important chapter might be 
added to American art history if the many surviving paintings of members 
of the Metoyer family, which may be the earliest and finest collection 
of portraits of Afro-American subjects in the same family, could be 
collected, copied, and studied. The Metoyers were very wealthy. (In 
1840 the head of the family alone had property assessed at a total value 
of $100,360.) Melrose Plantation reflects a unique aspect of American 
Slavery, i.e. Negro slaveholders.

Buildings of African style and design which are perhaps the only extant 
structures of this kind in the Nation remain. The Plantation Complex 
consists of: (1) The African House—a unique nearly square structure 
intended as a stable. The great hipped roof concealing the upper story 
overhangs the lower story unsupported by columns giving the building a 
curious umbrella-like appearance believed to be of African derivation. 
(2) Yucca House—believed to be the original plantation house, is a long 
rectangular structure with galleries front and rear, the floor level 
being only a foot above ground. (3) The Big House—a raised basement 
type plantation in the Louisiana French Colonial style with early Greek 
Revival details. (4) Ghana House—a one-story, one-room structure of 
heavy squared logs laid horizontally and dove-tailed at the corners 
the upper story of the African House. (5) The Barn—a rectangular 
frame structure with a hipped roof extending over the front and rear 
where it is supported on peeled log columns. Access to the public is 
restricted.
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